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Roland Slade to discuss Celebrity Activists Sunday, March 5 at 3 PM
Artist Roland Slade will present his work in an artist talk at FEED Media Art Center, 1307 State Street,
at 3:00pm, Sunday, March 5, 2023. Following Slade’s short talk, Dr. Rhonda Matthews (Professor of
Political Science and Popular Culture at PennWest Edinboro) will moderate a discussion of Slade’s
work. Slade’s video collage, Celebrity Activists, will remain on view in the FEED Window Exhibition
space on State Street 24/7 through Sunday April 30th 2023. The discussion is free and open to the
public. $5 Suggested Donation to benefit the artist will be accepted.

Around the world, fans uncritically worship celebrities as leaders. Jay-Z—a globally influential entertainer—is
applauded for his activism. But, is he creating real change? The 2017 Netflix mini-series on Kalief Browder
(co-produced by Jay-Z with Harvey Weinstein and David Glasser) was a for-profit documentary film. Who
benefited from “Time: The Kalief Browder Story”? Did any profits go to the Browder family? How much money
was used to fund efforts to change the system that killed Kalief? When any black issue rises up, the media turns
to rappers like Snoop Dog and Meek Mill instead of black professionals and spiritual leaders who can speak to
the concerns they have devoted their lives to addressing. Like Fred Wilson’s “Mining the Museum” at the
Baltimore Historical Society, Slade's found video collages reframe accepted cultural narratives.

Self-taught media artist Roland Slade creates "found video collages" by editing together segments of
interviews, commercials, films, TV shows, and social media collected through his daily internet surfing. A
self-proclaimed cultural critic, Slade's work examines the culture of Black America. One narrative Slade has
challenged in his work is the expectation that Black entertainers, athletes, and celebrities will lead the
community out of its current condition. Instead, Slade suggests that Black spiritual, intellectual, and political
leadership needs cultivation and support.

Slade's art practice has been squeezed between his full-time day job, multiple night jobs, plus a small family
business—in addition to his roles as a husband, father, and community activist. Once content to share his work
online, Slade joined Erie Arts and Culture's Chroma Guild in 2019. Exhibitions at PennWest Edinboro and the
Erie Art Museum followed recognition by arts professionals including Lisa Austin (Director, Bruce Gallery), Dr.
Leslie C. Sotomayor II (former Art Professor at Edinboro University), Aruna D'Souza (the author of
"Whitewalling: Art, Race & Protest in 3 Acts" and Jessica Hong (Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art,
Toledo Museum of Art.)

Established in 2022, FEED Media Art Center is devoted to the production, exhibition and preservation of all
forms of media art. In its first year, FEED has hosted more than a dozen innovative exhibitions, performances
and lectures.


